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STEP UP TO
CONCEPT SERIES™ EXOTICS 

2016

Drum Workshop has become 
synonymous with custom exotic 
finishes, while at the same time, 
PDP Concept Series™ drums have 
provided drummers with the user-
friendly features and build-quality 
that had previously been reserved 
for much more expensive boutique 
sets.  New Concept Maple Exotics 
deliver on both of these promises 
in a big way.  Offered in a 5-piece 
F.A.S.T. configuration with available 
8” and 14” add-ons, the all-maple 
shells are finished in a rich Walnut 
veneer with glossy Candy Black 
Burst lacquer.  Sizes include an 
18x22” virgin bass drum, 8x10” 
and 9x12” rack toms, a 14x16” 
floor tom, and a matching 5.5x14” 
snare drum.  Mounting hardware 
for the rack toms is also included 
in the shell pack.

See more at:
www.pacificdrums.com.

PDP Concept Walnut Kit with Add-Ons

THE FATTEST
MAPLE WOOD HOOP SNARE AROUND 

This new addition to the Concept line has a fat-sounding 
backbeat courtesy of an uber-thick 20-ply, all-maple shell.  

Matching maple-plied wood counter hoops complete the 
drum.  The Concept Wood Hoop snare is fitted with dual-

turret lugs, MAG throw-off, and Remo heads. 
 

See the full line of PDP snares at: www.pacificdrums.com.

©2016 DRUM WORKSHOP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
#PRCAPG2016

www.DWDRUMS.COM/hardware/dwmfg/

Machined Chain Drive

Fluid Design = Fluid Motion. Responsive, accurate, powerful and decidedly DW.
The all-new MCD pedal represents the convergence of engineering and art.
Play one at an authorized DW retailer now. mfg

U.S.A.
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PDP 20 Ply All-Maple Concept Wood Hoop Snare
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& HARDWARE

DW MANUFACTURING GOES CHAIN DRIVE 
Following the success of the boutique line of MDD (Machined 
Direct Drive) pedals, and by popular demand, the DW 
Machine Shop is proud to unveil the MCD single and double 
chain-drive models.  Loaded with ground-breaking features 
such as VERT™ (Vertical Sliding Tension Adjustment), TBT 
(Threaded Bearing Technology), Tri-Pivot Swivel Toe Clamp, 
and so much more, the chain-drive versions include a newly-
designed Lever Cam Adjustment that allows players to quickly 
and easily shift between the most popular cam positions on 
the fly.  Machined from high-grade aluminum in California, 
MCD pedals can be paired with the new MDD Hi-Hat to 
complete the ultimate race-inspired pedal set-up.

INTRODUCING COLLECTOR’S 
SERIES® PURE OAK
In addition to popular Collector’s Series® 
woods such as Pure Maple, Pure Birch, 
and Pure Cherry, drummers can now 
custom order the punchy, focused tonality 
of Pure Oak shells.  Preconfigured in the 
HVLT (Horizontal/Vertical Low Timbre) 
grain orientation and utilizing thicker 
1/32” plies, Pure Oak Drums can be 
ordered in most California Custom Shop 
finish options.  

Pure Oak drums come standard with new 
AA 2-ply DW Heads from Remo USA and 
are outfitted with standard appointments 
such as STM (Suspension Tom Mounts), 
True-Hoops™, True-Pitch 50™ Tuning, 
MAG Throw-Off with 3P (3 position butt-
plate), and more.

Versatile enough for almost any 
playing situation, Pure Oak drums offer 
drummers yet another sonic option to 
choose from.

FEATURED ON COVER

NEW 3991
Tom/Accessory Stand

see more at
www.dwdrums.com

DW ULTRALIGHT™ HARDWARE PACK: UL APPROVED
The latest addition to the DW 6000 line of retro-styled, flush-based hardware is thoughtfully packaged for the gigging drummer.  
The ultra-lightweight set comes with two 6710UL straight cymbal stands, a 6300UL snare stand, and a 6500UL hi-hat stand, 
complete with functional UL hardware bag.  Dividers inside the durable nylon bag can be reconfigured to fit a pedal or other items 
such as cowbells, tambourines, or a stick bag.  The lightest DW hardware pack is Ultralight-approved. To see detailed features and 
specifications visit: www.dwdrums.com.

BANG A GONG:  A DESIGN SERIES™ 
“PANCAKE”  GONG DRUM, TO BE EXACT
Crafted from North American Maple and finished 
in neutral Flat Black, the all-new “Pancake” Gong 
Drum was created to mimic the sound characteristics 
of full-sized gong drums, yet they can pack up in 
seconds.  Mounted from a single TB12 tom bracket 
and fitted with signature Design Series™ mini lugs, this single-headed, 20” 
diameter drum packs plenty of punch and can integrate into the tightest set-ups.

A MODULAR STICK HOLDER SOLUTION
BY DW FACTORY ACCESSORIES
Every drummer knows that it’s imperative to always have a 
backup pair of sticks within reach.  Place a pair, or two, of 
holders on any ½” arm with this stealthy design.  Compatible 
with a variety of DW FA clamps and arms.
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NO SIGNATURE REQUIRED: THE MICK FLEETWOOD “RUMOURS” ICON
The latest Collector’s Series® Icon snare pays homage to a legendary drummer that has earned a coveted seat in the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame with his namesake band, Fleetwood Mac.  The limited edition 6.5x14” snare drum features a background of highly-
figured Curley Maple and is meticulously hand-inlayed with multiple John Good-selected exotic woods.  Complemented with gold 
hardware, the drum comes with a deluxe carrying case and a certificate of authenticity.  Only 250 of these drums will ever be made.

IN AN EFFORT TO FURTHER EXPAND THE EVER-GROWING SELECTION OF COLLECTOR’S 
SERIES® SNARES, DW HAS PRODUCED A WIDE VARIETY OF NEW SELECTIONS FOR 2016. 
TO SEE THE FULL LINE-UP OF DW SNARE DRUMS, LOG ON TO: WWW.DWDRUMS.COM.

THE NEWEST COLLECTOR’S SERIES®

SHELL OPTIONS MAKE GREAT SNARES
The woodsy sound of Pure Oak and the warm sonic 

characteristics of hybrid Cherry Mahogany are perfect for snares 
drums.  Available in a wide variety of diameters and depths, 

these drums are tailored for recording or live applications.

Machined Chain Drive
Double Pedal

Machined Chain Drive
Single Pedal

Machined Chain Drive Cam Adjustable 110 Control™ Beater Tri-Pivot™ Swivel Toe Clamp AB™ All-Bearing Universal Joint

Collector’s Series
Cherry Mahogany Snare

THE VERY FIRST COLLECTOR’S SERIES® CARBON FIBER SNARE
Carbon fiber isn’t a new drum-making material, but it is for DW.  For years, players have asked 

about incorporating carbon fiber into the Custom Shop line-up.  Many prototypes have been 
made and our testing has finally produced a shell that is good enough to make the cut.  Offered 

in 5.5x14” and 6.5x14” sizes and available in any custom drum hardware color option, the 
Collector’s Series Carbon has volume!  It provides plenty of cut for loud playing situations, but it’s 

also dynamically sensitive.  Another choice from the Drummer’s Choice®.

5.5 x 14” Carbon Fiber Snare

BLACK IRON: A BOUTIQUE SNARE
FOR THE MOST DISCERNING COLLECTORS
World-famous drum builder Gregg Keplinger has hand-crafted only 50 of these metal shells that 
have been carefully assembled in California by DW’s team of skilled craftsmen.  Its raw beauty is 
true to the Keplinger tradition, while its state-of-the-art functionality can be attributed to the latest 
DW drum hardware advancements, such as True-Hoops™, True-Tone Snare Wires™, True-Pitch 50 
Tuning, MAG Throw-Off System with 3P butt-plate, and DW Heads by Remo USA.  Complemented 
with Black Nickel hardware and nestled in a deluxe padded carrying case with a signed certificate of 
authenticity, the Black Iron snare is an extremely rare limited edition drum that’s made to be played.  6 x 14” Black Iron Snare

6500UL Hi-Hat Stand

6300UL Snare Stand

6710UL Cymbal Stand

6000UL Series
Hardware Bag

Stick Holder

Pancake Gong Drum

Double Stick Holder

6.5 x 14” Mick Fleetwood “Rumours” Icon Snare


